### Session One ~ 3:15-4:30

**Panel 1 ~ Imperial Projects ~ Chair ~ Ruth Dunnell**

- Winnie Thaw, “An Examination of Russian Imperial Foreign Policy in the Danubian Principalities on the Eve of the Crimean War”
- Yumeng Yao, “Celestial Warriors and Righteous Army: The Imjin War’s Impact on Sino-Korean Tributary Relationship (1592-1598)”
- Phillip Gray Clark, “The Muslim Question: Imperial Russia’s Policies and View of Muslims at the End of the Empire”

**Panel 2 ~ Civic Women ~ Chair ~ Sylvie Coulibaly**

- Ali Pratt, “Preserving or Burying Traditional Womanhood: Women’s Protests of the Vietnam War”
- Elena Jorling, “The Paradox of the Private Sphere and American Anti-Suffragism”
- Emma Conover-Crockett, “‘The Freer of Women’: Tunisian Women’s Rights and Politics from Tahar Haddad to Habib Bourguiba”

**Panel 3 ~ Negotiating Boundaries of Belonging ~ Chair ~ Glenn McNair**

- Elizabeth Berthy, “Race and the Construction of Black Womanhood in Early America”
- Thomas Rosenfeld, “Bodies in Peril: Race, Gendered Violence, and Black Peril in German Southwest Africa”
- Sam Meyerson, “‘The Acholi and the Jie are No Longer Relatives’: State Policy and the Evolution of Herder-Farmer Relations in Northeastern Uganda”

**Panel 4 ~ Crises in American History ~ Chair ~ Jeff Bowman**

- Connor Farrell, “Bats for Rifles: The Story of Baseball’s Biggest Stars and Their Involvement in WWII”
Session Two ~ 4:40-5:55

Panel 5 ~ Economics of Disorder ~ Chair ~ Bill Suarez-Potts

Sarah Lloyd, “Law and Lawlessness: Pirates and the British Empire in the Golden Age (1680-1730)”


Sinika Martin-Gonzalez: “Ambition, Discord, and Exploitation: The Sikh Empire and the British East India Company”

Matthew Ruskan, “Words of Influence: The Times and Benito Mussolini”

Panel 6 ~ Leaders and Followers ~ Chair ~ Bruce Kinzer

Frank Pallone, “From Divine Generalissimo to Pacifistic Biologist: The Image of the Showa Emperor in Post-War Japan”


Joseph Marabito, “Irish Home Rule Crises and Parliamentary Politics”

Panel 7 ~ Professions of Science and Faith ~ Chair ~ Anton Matytsin


Jordan Glassman, “Religion's Role in the Advancement of American Slavery”